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Abstract
The finite element approach was used in the simulation analysis to solve many engineering problems. One of the
accuracy factors of this method is dependent on the choice of appropriate element size or mesh discretization.
Good mesh discretization can reduce the percentage of error; avoid the computation time approaches to
non-practical limits and furthermore, produces the optimal results. The purpose of this study is to identify the
best size of mesh elements to be used in the problem analysis using the AUTODYN numerical simulation. The
fully clamped circular plate subjected to blast load as per experimental setup was modified and simplified in the
two-dimensional (2D) simulation model; it will be seen as a clamped beam at both edges. Plate model were
discretized to form nodal and element. The deformation or deflection result found to converge at certain value by
increasing the total number of element discretization. Assumed that the deformation results were accurate at the
converged state; it will be taken as reference to choose the finest size of mesh element. In this study, several
mesh sizes been considered, and the appropriate optimum mesh discretization obtained at range of 0.5 mm to 1
mm.
Keyword: finite element, AUTODYN, mesh sensitivity, 2D
1. Introduction
Analysis the behaviour of the structure when subjected to blast loading by using the numerical simulation has
been developed with several techniques. Results obtained in the simulation then compared with experimental for
validation purpose, thus contributes to reduction of the total experiments need to be carried out. With the rapid
development of computing technology in the recent years, researchers have focused on the numerical simulation
which is more convenient and economical.
AUTODYN is one hyrocode program used to resolve problems involving the interaction of structural, fluid and
gas simultaneously. This application normally used in the blast and ballistic analysis. Integration of
pre-processor, post processors and analysis execution code found in this software make it easier to use and more
user-friendly. AUTODYN also allows different solver (or processor) as Lagrange, Euler to function
simultaneously in a one model analysis.
Daniel (2009) used AUTODYN 3D to analyse the effect of blast toward stand-off distance in blast test, and he
studied the propagation of wave explosion in the confinement area. Amstrong and Walley (2008) used the
Johnson Cook constituting equation in AUTODYN to estimate temperature rises within the crystals in the
analysis dynamic recrystallization and spallation or fragmentation.
There are three types of Eulerian solver in AUTODYN: Euler, Euler Godunov and Euler Flux Corrected
Transport (FCT Euler). Euler solver used in AUTODYN 2D is based on first-order approach. It allows
multi-material to be modelled. However, for second order scheme is only available in AUTODYN 3D. Eulerian
element size 5, 2.5, 1.25, 1, 0.625 and 0.5 mm used in order to analyse the effect of mesh sensitivity toward the
result. The appropriate meshing size obtained then used for future analysis.
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2. Simulation Model
The modified simulation model carried out referring to experiment has performed by Neuberger, Peles, and
Rittel (2009). The experimental setup was shown in Figure 1. The circular target plate with diameter 1000 mm
clamped with two thick armor steel ring, tighten together with bolt and clamped, while 8.75 kg of TNT explosive
charge with 0.2 m stand-off in distance. In 2D simulation the target seen as a beam and in this experiment TNT
were modified using only 1.1 kg in order to avoid element distortion during analysis. The cross sectional
diagram and involve parameter shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Experimental setup (Neuberger, Peles, & Rittel, 2009)

Figure 2. 2D cross sectional diagram (Neuberger, Peles, & Rittel, 2009)
The simulation conducted using high speed computer processor Intel® Core™ i7-2600K CPU@ 3.40 GHz
(8CPUs), 3.7 GHz. A 2D axis-symmetric model was developed using Langrage and Multi-Material Euler solver.
The model was created in the domain size 500 mm x 450 mm defined as air symmetry in x- axis. Material
properties of Steel 1006 with Johnson Cook material model found available in AUTODYN libraries were used to
represent the plate. Ideal gas equation of state was chosen to describe air and Jones Wilkins Lee (JWL) equation
of state describes the TNT explosive charge. Eulerian elements were used to represent air and TNT and
Langrage element were used to represent the plate. Four gauge were pasted at the plate as shown in Figure 3.
Gauge 1, 2, 3 and 4 were located at 250 mm, 125 mm, 100 mm and 50 mm respectively from symmetrical axis
and plate were fully clamped at the end of the edge.
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Figurre 3. AUTODY
YN 2D multi-m
material axis-ssymmetry simuulation model
2.1 Materiial Properties
The equation of state annd strength moodels was useed to describe the material iin the numericcal simulation.. The
Johnson annd Cook materrial was used iin by Wisniew
wski and Tomasszewski (20099) in a computeer simulation of
o AP
projectile penetration innto RHA andd on analysis of the responnse of V-shappe plates to llocalise blast load
(Chung-Kiim-Yuen et all., 2012). Johnnson and Cookk material model expressed the flow stress as a functio
on of
plastic straain rate and tem
mperature as fo
follow:
m
    T  Troom  

1

(1)

 

    Tmelt  Troom  
as the normallized,
where
known as thee yield stress att non zero straain, ̅ as the affective plastic strain,
as the m
material temperrature (K) andd
as the melting tempeerature of the m
material. The cconstant A, B, n, C,
m and
normally userr-defined consttant and obtainned from an em
mpirical of floow stress data. In the AUTOD
DYN
library all the parameter for steel 10066 was given as in Table 1.
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Table 1. M
Material properrties for Steel 11006
A (MPa))

B (MPa)

n

C (s-1)

m

Tmeelt (K)

270

275

0.36

0.22

1.00

18811

(ss-1)
1

2.2 Properrties of Air
In AUTOD
DYN, an ideal gas equation oof state used too describe air aas per Equationn (2) below:
P  Pshift  e    1

(2)

Where P is the pressure,, Pshift known aas small pressure defined prrovides initial pressure and iin this case wa
as set
as zero,
known as thee adiabatic connstant estimateed to be at 1.4 as an ideal gaas,
the denssity and e = cvT the
specific innternal energy.. Since the airr model alreaddy available inn AUTODYN library and thhe value set as per
Table 2.
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Table 2. Prroperties of airr
T

Cp

Cv

E

(kg/m
m)

((K)

((kJ/kgK)

(kJ/kgK)

(kJ/kg)

1.2225

2888.2

1.005

0.718

2.068x 1005

3

2.3 Properrties of Explosive
The Jones-Wilkins Lee (JWL) equatioon of state werre used in AU
UTODYN to deescribe the expplosive pressu
ure P,
as per Equuation (3):


   R2V E
   R1V
 B 1 
P  A 1 

(3)
e
e
V
R
V
R


1 
2V 
where A, B, R1, R2, ω empirically derived consttant which prrovides differeent constant vvalue for diffferent
explosivess. V was know
wn as the relative volume or the expannsion of the eexplosive prodduct, and E as the
detonationn energy per unit
u volume. Inn this simulation PE4 were chosen as an explosive charrge in order to
o suit
with the experimental seetup. Since thee TNT is an aavailable exploosive model inn AUTODYN,, the PE4 and TNT
equivalenccy be defined. In the experim
mental and sim
mulation result ddone by (Hunggtington-Thresshe & Cullis, 2001):
2
it was obttained for PE44 and TNT prressure equivalency at 1.37,, TNT impulsee equivalency at 1.1 and weight
equivalenccy at 1.3. Baseed on TNT deensity of 1.63 x 103 kg/m3 aas asserted in (Daniel Ambrrosini et al., 20
009):
simulationn model for expplosive was crreated based onn the radius off TNT; 1.1 kg T
TNT equivalennt with 1.43 PE
E4 in
a hemispherical shape haas radius of 555 mm.

3. Results and Discussion
The simulaation results inn Figure 4 show
ws the maximuum deflection occurred at thhe position farthhest from the tip
t of
the clampeed edge. This means that if a circle or a sqquare plate maaximum deflecction occurs att the midpoint. The
number off elements usedd showed a siggnificant effectt on the final ddeformation off the plates. Asssumed in this case,
data for 5m
mm element used
u
as a datum
m, it can be seen the percenntage differencce at the maxiimum deflection at
gauge 4 inncreasing with the increase oof number of eelements up too 19 percent. T
The percentagee difference ca
an be
seen in Taable 3. As tottal of 9000 ellements with 5 mm elemennt sizes were pproduced com
mputational tim
me to
analyse in 12 minutes while
w
on the sizze of 0.5 mm or total about 0.9 million elements taken 38.5 hours witth 19
percent diffference.

Figure 4. D
Deflection reaading
In this sim
mulation modell the relationshhip was seen ass there is a tradde-off betweenn the mesh sizze and the hard
dware
capabilitiees. It’s found thhat as the num
mber of elemennt increase, thee computationaal time does inncrease accordingly
per in Figuure 6.
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Table 3. R
Result analysis for all samples
Maxximum Deform
mation (mm)
Gauuge 4

% Chhange
Max D
Deform
at Gaauge 4

me
Tim
Tak
ken

49.92

622.15

0..00

0.2
2

45.18

56.16

733.55

188.34

17.6
60

45.08

56.16

733.92

188.94

38.5
50

No. off
Samplee

Size of
Element
(mm)

No. of
Element
(thousand)

Gauge 1

G
Gauge 2

Gauge 3

1

5

9

8.76

41.48

2

0.625

576

8.27

3

0.5

900

8.28

(Hrrs)

The maxim
mum deflectionn will convergge when crossinng the total 5000 thousand off elements is shhown in Figure
e 5. It
was worthh to get such reesults in a longg time to avoid 19 percent errror.

Figuure 5. Maximuum deflection ffor each gauge toward total nno of element

Figure 6. C
Computational time taken inn hours for anaalysis
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4. Conclusions
Model simplification is a very important in simulation analysis. The ability to simplify the model facilitates an
analysis by shorten the time taken and produce good results. The selection of mesh size found to be one of the
factors to determine the accuracy of the results produced. Common error occurs in simulation analysis is due to
the insufficient of refinement finite element grid.
Noted that the number of elements or grid that too much also causes the computation time approaches to
non-practical limit and also sometime the results found not promising. In this case, the selection of the mesh
found to be in the range from 0.5 mm to 1 mm considered as the best element size for the analysis using
AUTODYN software.
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